INTERNATIONAL AERO PRODUCTS UNVEILS THE AERO
EDITION C7 CORVETTE
International AERO Products is proud to announce the unveiling of the AERO Edition C7 Corvette created
by ABBES Design and built by MRT Engineered Performance at the 2014 SEMA Show.
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LOS ANGELES, Oct. 23, 2014 /PRNewswire-iReach/ -- International AERO Products, AERO, is proud to announce the unveiling of the
AERO Edition C7 Corvette created by ABBES Design and built by MRT Engineered Performance at the 2014 SEMA Show in Las Vegas,
Nevada. The AERO Edition C7 Corvette body kit created by ABBES Design enhances the original design and esthetic of the vehicle giving
it a luxurious, global charm. The vehicle also showcases racing suspension and brake upgrades. AERO's brand ambassador, Jo
Coddington, consulted in the designing of the wheels. which showcase the AERO logo.
Following the unveiling at the 2014 SEMA Show, AERO will continue to customize the vehilce at their upholstery facility in Bellflower,
California. AERO's President and CEO, Jonathan Saltman, has designed an exquisite interpretation of the existing interior design, while
adding AERO's classic, minimalist approach. The interior will be constructed with some of the finest leathers in the world, and will be
handcrafted with the same AERO precision and detail shown in their custom, multi-million dollar aircraft interiors.
Before the AERO Edition C7 Corvette leaves AERO Headquarters, the exterior will be protected from the elements with AERO SHIELD, 2Part Paint Protectant. The silicone-free, co-polymer protectant will leave the vehicle's paint with a luscious shine and leave the vehicle's
paint protected for up to two years.
The AERO Edition C7 Corvette is a Limited Edition vehicle. However, separate parts will be available to purchase in the United States from
MRT Direct. MRT Direct is also an official retailer of International AERO Products.
To find out more information about the AERO Edition C7 Corvette, visit the International AERO Products booth at the SEMA Show, #20767,
in the Central Hall. Show goers should also stay connected with AERO on Facebook and Twitter for the vehicle's location during the show.
For more information about International AERO Products, "like" AERO on Facebook atwww.facebook.com/internationalaero and "follow"
AERO on Twitter atwww.twitter.com/AEROcarcare.
AERO's full line of products have been hitting store shelves all around the world, and are still used today to clean multi-million dollar private
aircraft. The AERO line includes products to fulfill all of your detailing and cleaning needs - FINALE, Final Wipe Down; SHINE, Dry Wash
and Speed Wax; VIEW, Glass and Mutli-Surface Cleaner; IMMACULATE, Interior Cleaner; SUPPLE, Leather Conditioner; POLISH, Metal
and Aluminum Polish; SUDS, Wet-Wash Soap; PROTECT, Tire and Vinyl Dressing; SPOT, Carpet and Fabric Cleaner; AWAY, Tire and
Engine Cleaner; GLIDE, Polymer-Infused Clay Bar and SHIELD, 2-Part Paint Protectant.
About International AERO Products
International AERO Products are designed to withstand the most extreme environments on Earth, from airfield surface temperatures that
can reach 120 F to a frigid -60 F at 50,000 feet above the Earth. Until now, AERO products have only been available to the aerospace
industry for maintaining the world's most exclusive aircraft. International AERO Products offers a wide selection of quality tested and

approved cleaning, polishing, protective coating and detailing products for all your vehicle's maintenance needs. To find out where to
purchase AERO products visit www.InternationalAeroProducts.com or call (800) 337- 9274.
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